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Details of Visit:

Author: Sirspunkalot
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 17 Jun 2018
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 70
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

Location great as usual for HOD.

The Lady:

Petite with amazing curves, and nice smooth skin, pretty face - think Salma Hayak

The Story:

I was feeling a bit awkward at the start - reached out to shake her hand for some reason?! - but she
broke the tension with a few pleasant giggles and smiles.

Got ££ business out of the way first (she asked) - I'm ok with this, as this was my first visit with her.

PRO:
Very nice body - one of the nicest pair of boobs that I've seen. They're large, but still soft and
bouncy - and not saggy. They also create great cleavage if you want to go in for a bit of titty fucking.

She was very open with her communication, and made sure she understood what I wanted, - even
though I'm generally very quiet during punts.

I did not feel rushed at any point - I explained what I wanted to her right off, and she made a few
suggestions here and there, but was happy to mostly adapt with my suggestions as well.

Very pretty face - to me she looked like an even prettier version of Salma Hayek.

She also has a killer body - petit, with curves in all the right places - and nice smooth skin. Her body
reminded me a little of Jade (the HOD legend) - but with natural breasts.

CON:
She doesn't do FK - but she doesn't claim to do this on her profile, so I can't hold it against her.

It's a shame, because if she did do FK, I would happy add her to my regulars list, because FK is
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important to my experience.

But those amazing tits though...hot damn.
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